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About This Game

For the first time ever, The Master Chief’s story comes to PC. Featuring Halo: Reach along with Halo: Combat Evolved
Anniversary, Halo 2: Anniversary, Halo 3, the Halo 3: ODST Campaign and Halo 4, this is the definitive Halo experience.

Honoring the iconic hero and his epic journey, The Master Chief’s story is brought together with a total of 67 campaign
missions plus more than 120 multiplayer maps (including the original Halo Combat Evolved maps) and Spartan Ops maps. Now
built for PC with mouse and keyboard support and up to 4K UHD and HDR, this is the collection Halo fans have been waiting

for!
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Title: Halo: The Master Chief Collection
Genre: Action
Developer:
343 Industries, Splash Damage, Ruffian Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: Coming Soon

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,Italian,German
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Version "To Be Continued..." Released:

[www.wrackgame.com]

The last of our biweekly updates is here! "To Be Continued..." adds the final chapter of episode 1, Hyperion Labs, along with 
new music and a newly reanimated pistol! Check it out for yourself in the trailer here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr3Px1YV_lc
Does this mean we're done with Wrack? Certainly not! We'll now be working towards our full release later this year, with new
and polished content. We'll have more details soon. Stay tuned!

FULL CHANGELOG

Added the final level of episode 1: Hyperion Labs! The level is complete; however, the final boss fight is not.

Reanimated the pistol! The pistol is now more fluid, uses the updated hands model, and an updated muzzle flash.

Added new music for E1FINALE, as well as its storyboard.

Added the model for the guardsphere. Texture forthcoming!

Added new sounds for Zombo! He should have all of his sounds now. Yay!
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Updated the smoke effects when weapons strike walls.

Improved the shotgun walk animation.

Added enough ammo to the Mechron/Oculus arenas to prevent them from being unkillable if you exhaust all of your
ammo going into the fight.

Made some sound priority tweaks. Music is now low priority (was lowest), and removed the veryhigh/verylow priorities.

Made a fix to prevent you from falling through certain slopes.

The left/right alt keys can now be used in bindings.

Fixed an issue with newly spawned/given items' animations being out of whack until the game ticks.

The updated weapons now trigger a holserting of the weapon if you try to fire them without having enough ammo.

The weapon is now pulled slightly closer when crouching.

Intermission no longer ticks while the game is paused.

The ChangeToBestWeapon() weapon script commands now returns false if it can't find a suitable weapon to change to.

. Wrack Soundtrack Released:

Lots of you have been asking for this, and today we're giving it to you! The Wrack Soundtrack, featuring music by Bobby
Prince (DOOM), is now available! It contains 26 tracks of original, extended, and unreleased tracks from Wrack. Plus, it's got a
launch discount of 15%, so head on over to the store and pick it up in time for the holidays!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/339080/. Version 1.2.4 Released:
Hi folks!

Quick fix to resolve a slowdown issue a number of you have reported. If the game was already running well, this update
probably doesn't change much.

Fixed an issue with multithreading that caused immense slowdown in certain cases.

Thanks everybody!. Version 1.2.2 Released:
Hey there!
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We're released minor update v1.2.2 for Wrack. Here's a quick rundown of what's changed:

Added a new "texture quality" option on the display settings menu. This gives you the option to reduce texture memory
usage by scaling the map/mesh textures down 2x (medium) or 4x (low). Hopefully will help fix the crashes some of you
have been experiencing.

"Texture quality" defaults to Medium. Setting this to High will leave textures unaffected.

Thanks! And happy 

 playing!. Version 1.1.1 Released:
Hello everyone!

We've put out a quick update to fix a crash that would occur when restoring quicksaves from v1.0.0. This should also fix any
quicksave-related issues going forward.

If your quicksave crashes when you try to restore it, you can fix it with these steps:

Bring down the console (~) key.

Type "save_100fix 1" and press enter.

Close the console and restore your quicksave.

The quicksave should now restore properly. At this point, we recommend quicksaving again to ensure that the save file uses the
new format.

Thank you!. Version "Powered Up" Released:
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We've got a great update for you! This one focuses mostly on polishing and bug fixing, but there are some new things as well!
Two of the powerups finally have models (textures coming soon!), Zombo has additional animations and attacks, the engine has
new powerful capabilities, and plenty more! No trailer this time, but we've got the complete list of changes for you.

FULL CHANGELOG

Added new models for the doomsphere and turbosphere! They're not textured yet, but will be soon.
Added several new animations for Zombo, including two attack animations, and a death animation.
Added support for spawning objects, particles, etc. at the location of a model's bone! This allows certain effects to be
tied much more closely to animations.
Added the strong missile (blue), which moves more slowly, but does far more damage! Currently, only Zombo fires
these.
Added the SetSpawnPosition()/SetSpawnPositionAtBone() AI script commands, which allows you to set where you want
projectiles to spawn at relative to the object itself.
Added the "+noautoswitch" weapon flag which prevents certain weapons from being switched to when you run out of
ammo, and applied this to the bazooka.
Added an option to FireProjectileAtTarget() to only allow pitching of the projectile.
Added the "ignore crouch" projectile firing flag which cause the shots to ignore whether or not their target (if a player)
is crouching.
Added the PitchTowardsTarget() AI script command, which behaves similarly to TurnTowardsTarget(), but affects the
object's pitch.
Made some optimizations to the animation system. Non-animated things, like dead bodies, shouldn't cause as much of a
performance hit.
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Polished Zombo's existing animations, and increased his gun size by 20% (for 150% more badassery!).
Brightened various textures and graphics. The quest to brighten the game continues.
Tweaked projectile pitching to make it better target the player.
Tweaked the missile colors to match the kill chain/combo colors.
Wave missiles now properly update their angle and pitch as they move about.
Sped up the credits sequence.
Made a change to E1L1 to prevent you from climbing outside of the map.
Made a change to E1L3 to prevent you from easily avoiding all of Mechron's attacks.
Made a change to E1L4 to prevent you from potentially getting stuck in the seek soldier pillar trap.
Fixed some collision issues involving slopes resulting in objects falling through the map.
Fixed a bug which prevented seeking missiles from exploding upon killing their target.
Fixed a memory leak having to do with object outlines.
Fixed a bug where face actions could mistakenly get activated after reviving.
Fixed a bug that caused start of map cutscenes to play on other maps if you change maps before it gets to play.
Fixed collision on wave missiles.

. Christmas Hotfix Released!:
Merry Christmas everyone! We're put out a quick hotfix to fix a couple of issues with the last version. Those are:

Arcturans no longer glitch when trying to melee attack you.
Fixed a crash involving undo/redo in WrackEd. Let is know if crashes still occur using undo/redo and we'll get them
fixed ASAP!

Thanks!. "Powered Up" Hotfix Released:
We've put out a quick hotfix to fix some of the issues caused by "Powered Up". ... but that's not all! The new powerups
introduced in "Powered Up" have now been textured! Hooray!

Here's the quick changelog:

Fixed a framerate issue caused by the animation system animating non-rendered objects. This caused the game to be
unplayable for many.
Added textures (and bloom maps!) for the doomsphere and turbosphere.
Wave missiles are now properly quicksaved.
Added the ForceUpdateAnimation() AI script command which forces an animation to be instantly updated. This ensures
that objects spawned at bone locations will spawn properly if the object is off screen.
Oculus's railgun attack now spawns from the proper position. Same goes for the railgunners.
Fixed an issue which led to replays desyncing for objects that spawn dependent on an animation.
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